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Guardianship Alternatives: Practical Ways to Pursue Less Restrictive Options 
This talk first will describe ways of vigorously exploring alternatives both before guardianship 
so as to avoid or limit it and during guardianship so as to restore rights to persons under 
guardianship.  Second, the talk will sketch out a strategy for using disability rights laws to create 
new alternatives that eliminate recourse to guardianship, especially for persons with cognitive 
disabilities who are unable to sign essential documents necessary to obtain benefits or services. 
 

Outline of Remarks 
 

I. Sources of the mandate to explore alternatives  
 
a. Exhausting alternatives before resorting to guardianship  
b. Exploring alternatives as a means to limit the powers granted under guardianship 
c. Ongoing obligation to look at alternatives in order to restore rights or further limit 

a guardianship after it has been imposed 
d. CRPD Article 12 mandate for the state to create new alternatives 

 
II. Strategies for vigorously exploring existing alternatives 

 
a. Changing the question from how can guardianship be obtained to what needs to 

be accomplished?  Stripping away misconceptions of guardianship as magic 
wand. 

i. Challenge:  Often what needs to be accomplished involves wide-ranging 
legal or case management problems that require specialized expertise. 

ii. Examples from law school clinic practice  
1. Guardianship intake is frequently a benefits, housing, or health 

care problem 
 

b. Use of Alternatives Checklist 
• Advance Directives (health care proxies, living wills, powers of attorney, 

Ulysses agreements) 
• Supported Housing 
• Representative Payee Programs 
• Public Benefit Rules that Let Family Members Apply for and Recertify 

Benefits 
• Friends and Family Support  
• Case Management 
• Guardian ad Litem 
• Adult Protective Services 
• Assisted Living 
• Visiting Nurses 



• Home Health Aides  
• Adult Day Care and Multipurpose Senior Citizen Centers 

 
c. Court-based guardianship screening or diversion programs 

 
III. Creation of new alternatives  

 
a. Guardianship is justified as an exercise of state’s parens patriae power to protect 

persons who cannot protect themselves.  However, in many instances, institutions 
demand guardianship to impose an added obstacle in the path of an individual 
who is entitled to services. 

  
i. Inventory causes of unnecessary guardianship in your jurisdiction 

ii. Examples: 
1. Pension fund will not process payments for funds from someone 

who lacks capacity to sign application and demands relative 
commence guardianship 

2. Public benefit program sends recertification papers that individual 
cannot sign and demands they be signed by guardian 

3. Individual faces foreclosure and is deemed by bank to lack 
capacity to negotiate refinancing; guardianship demanded 

4. Nursing home or hospital demands guardianship as condition of 
discharge planning 

 
b. Strategy to create alternatives:  Use disability rights laws to force institutions to 

accommodate the individual instead of demanding guardianship to provide access 
to services 

i. Example:  Local housing authority commences termination of tenancy 
proceedings against woman with advanced dementia because no one has 
signed her recertification form.  Housing authority tells daughter that that 
the only solution is for daughter to undertake expensive and cumbersome 
guardianship proceeding so that she will be court-authorized to sign form. 
Litigation under Americans with Disabilities Act results in settlement in 
which housing authority permits daughter to sign on her mother’s behalf 
without recourse to guardianship. 

 
c. Challenges of creating new mechanisms: 

1. Ensuring individual is adequately protected 
2. Enforceability of contract demands capacity to contract 

 


